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SCORS for VENDORS 

 

SCORS 
Scan On Receiving System 

 

The SCORS program at our Chehalis Retail Service Center is Kroger/Fred Meyer’s most efficient 
method for freight processing. This automated receiving and distribution tool streamlines the 
receiving process and allows us to deliver the right goods to the right stores in the best possible 
condition for sales. In addition, SCORS’s speed, accuracy, and efficiency lets us deliver those 
goods to stores exceptionally fast – with some stores able to put items in front of our customers 
the same day they arrive in our DC.  

 

To take advantage of this program -  

1. Product must be shelf ready and include the required UPC (price) ticket.  

2. Shipping cartons must be within conveyable limits: 
 

 Length Width Height Weight 

Minimum   9"   6"   3"   2 lbs 

Maximum 47" 27" 30" 75 lbs 

 

3. Each shipping carton must be durable cardboard and must contain exactly one allocation. Usually 
this means each case has exactly one inner, set, or prepack.* Specifics should be agreed upon 
before SKU setup, but will be confirmed on the EDI purchase order in the PO4 segment and, if 
approved, the SDQ segment.  

* SCORS cartons flow directly through the DC unopened, so master packed product is 
ineligible for SCORS processing. For “bulk” packing and labeling requirements in shipping to 
Chehalis, refer to the Kroger Polices Document.  

 
4. Each shipping carton must have full required “basic” carton marks for Chehalis (available on the 
Kroger Policies Document) or use the requested GS1-128 labels with ASN.*  

* ASNs and GS1-128 labels are required when POs include SDQ information but will not be 
accepted otherwise. Use of these documents requires approval, granted with a signed 
agreement to ship SCORS ready, and additional EDI testing.  

We look forward to working with you to take advantage of this excellent opportunity.  

 

For information regarding carton labeling requirements, SCORS, or ASN/GS1-128 approval, please 
contact Kyla Galbraith at Kyla.Galbraith@kroger.com. 

For information regarding the Chehalis RSC, please contact Mark Eiden at Mark.Eiden@kroger.com. 
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